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11 Police procedures for collecting eyewitness identification
12 evidence have been greatly influenced by scientific psychology
13 (Wells, 2020). The history of psychological research in this
14 domain is long, including publications in the late 19th and
15 early 20th centuries by pioneers such as Binet, Munsterberg,
16 Stern, and Whipple (Sporer, 2008). The impact of much of that
17 research appears to have been modest until a few decades ago.
18 Britain broke ground with the 1984 Police and Criminal Evi-
19 dence Act (Bull, 2004). In 1999 the U.S. Department of Justice
20 released Eyewitness Evidence: A Guide for Law Enforcement
21 (National Institute of Justice, 1999). That guide was greatly
22 influenced by Gary L. Wells and other psychologists on the
23 Technical Working Group for Eyewitness Identification Evi-
24 dence. As yet another example, in 2015 the Department of
25 Justice Canada released its Report on the Prevention of Miscar-
26 riages of Justice, including many best-practice recommenda-
27 tions for collecting identification evidence based in large part
28 on psychology research.
29 In response, police services in the US, Canada, and else-
30 where dramatically changed procedures for collecting identifi-
31 cation evidence. England and Wales have dedicated facilities
32 for creating and presenting sequential video lineups via com-
33 puter with guidance by a specially trained officer blind to
34 which member of the lineup is the suspect (e.g., VIPERTM or
35 Video Identification Parade Electronic Recording). Many
36 police forces in the US, Canada, and other countries use
37 sequential presentation of photospread lineups and other prac-
38 tices arising from psychology research intended to reduce mis-
39 taken identifications.
40 Most of these reforms seem to us to have been for the good.
41 Grossly suggestive, unreliable procedures have largely been
42 replaced by superior methods. But some of the recommenda-

43tions that psychologists urged may have been hasty. Psycholog-
44ical scientists may, for example, have underestimated the value
45of eyewitnesses’ confidence as an indicator of accuracy, at least
46under “pristine” conditions (Wixted et al., 2015; Wixted &
47Wells, 2017; cf. Read et al., 1998). As another example, it is
48no longer clear that sequential lineups robustly enhance wit-
49nesses’ ability to discriminate between guilty and innocent sus-
50pects relative to simultaneous lineups (Kaesler et al., 2020;
51Wixted & Mickes, 2014).
52On these and other issues our view is that the scientific jury
53should continue deliberating best practices for collecting iden-
54tification evidence, not rush to judgment. For one thing, some
55published studies fall short of current methodological standards
56(i.e., had smallish samples, were not preregistered, used weak
57measures, etc.). For another, the gulf between the procedures
58typical of psychological research and the experiences of real-
59life witnesses and police is vast.
60Kovera and Evelo (2021) made a strong case for the value
61of studying eyewitness identification in social contexts. They
62argued that in recent years an influx of cognitive psychologists
63into the community of researchers studying eyewitness identi-
64fication led to increased use of signal detection measures of
65identification performance. Kovera and Evelo particularly
66emphasized the use of receiver operating characteristic
67(ROC) curves, which demand large numbers of subjects (espe-
68cially if each subject is tested on only one or a few lineups).
69Improved understanding of statistical power may also have
70encouraged increases in sample size (e.g., Bakker et al.,
712016). Increased demand for large samples coincided with
72the rise of internet-based crowd-sourcing platforms that make
73it easy to test thousands of subjects in standardized procedures
74devoid of live person-to-person interaction. Kovera and Evelo
75called for caution in generalizing from such studies to real-
76world situations in which motivated police officers work with
77witnesses. We agree.⇑ Correspondence concerning this manuscript should be addressed to D.

Stephen Lindsay, Department of Psychology, University of Victoria, Victoria,
B.C. V8W 2Y2, Canada. Contact: slindsay@uvic.ca.
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78 Playing at Science

79 In a thought-provoking paper, Syed (2021) argued that
80 social psychology has been fettered and White-washed by an
81 undue emphasis on experiments. Syed’s primary thesis was that
82 the focus on experiments has worked against ethnic and racial
83 diversification of research in social psychology, but the argu-
84 ment (consonant with earlier critiques by the likes of Neisser,
85 1978, or Shweder, 1999) has more general implications for
86 how we construe our task as psychological scientists.1 “The
87 desire to conduct experiments,” Syed wrote “required that
88 studies focus on micro contexts in the lab” (p. 3). He went
89 on to note that in practice the experiments themselves, in addi-
90 tion to that narrow focus, suffered methodological/statistical
91 weaknesses that (ironically) undercut the internal validity that
92 experiments are supposed to deliver. As Syed put it, “This
93 looks like playing at science” (p. 5).
94 The same charge of “playing at science” could be leveled at
95 much of the published literature on eyewitness identification
96 (including most efforts to date in our lab). Real witnesses see
97 culprits in a great variety of contexts and are tested under a
98 wide range of conditions. But no real-world witness has viewed
99 a video of the crime and then minutes later performed a com-
100 puter-administered lineup in exchange for bonus points in an
101 introduction to psychology course. Granted, some studies do
102 capture some aspects of real-world eyewitness situations
103 (including some recently published work, such as Pike et al.,
104 2019, and Rubínová et al., 2021). Also, sometimes principles
105 observed in artificial lab studies turn out to generalize pretty
106 well (Banaji & Crowder, 1989). But we agree with Kovera
107 and Evelo that it is important for psychologists to study eyewit-
108 ness suspect identification phenomena in socially embedded
109 contexts that include motivated participant-investigators inter-
110 acting with participant-witnesses.
111 As noted earlier, police in many jurisdictions use variants of
112 the sequential lineup with photos. But we suspect that their
113 practices vary from computer-based tests in many ways. Espe-
114 cially in smaller cities, it may be difficult to ensure that the
115 administering officer is blind to the identity of the suspect,
116 because they may be familiar with the suspect from other
117 encounters and because photos of fillers are sometimes drawn
118 from a pool of locals with prior histories with the police. More-
119 over, in the real world the test procedure may often have a con-
120 versational character. When the officer displays the first face in
121 the deck, the witness may say “Yes” or “No,” but probably
122 they more often look at the photo, glance at the officer, return
123 their gaze to the photo, and say something like “Hm. Well,
124 now, I do remember he had curly hair. . .but still, I’m not sure.
125 Can you show me the next one?” If by the end of the deck the
126 witness hasn’t made a positive identification, they may well say
127 “Can I see the third and fourth ones again?,” and the officer is
128 likely to comply.
129 Our point here does not differ in substance from Kovera and
130 Evelo’s (2021) central thesis. If we want to speak with confi-

131dence to best practices in real-world lineup identification tests,
132then we must increase the similarity between what we do in
133studies and what happens in the field. Kovera and Evelo argued
134that this can be done by putting the social context back into the
135laboratory. But they briefly touched on an alternate perspective
136that we think warrants serious consideration—the idea that
137“. . .it may be best to remove the social interaction from the
138procedure altogether by using computerized methods of lineup
139administration (p. 20) TYPESETTER PLEASE CHANGE TO
140ACTUAL PAGE NUMBER. In other words, taking the social
141context out of the field. The bevy of interviewer/administrator
142influences (mostly negative) described by Kovera and Evelo
143suggest that we might be better off enabling police to use
144non-biasing automated procedures for collecting identification
145evidence, akin to those used in online eyewitness experiments,
146rather than getting researchers to study social dynamics when
147non-blind lineup administrators interact freely with witnesses.2

148One way to do that would be to get police to use computers
149to administer lineups much as researchers often do (Maclin
150et al., 2005). There is a lot to be said for that approach—con-
151sistent and controlled lineup viewing conditions, increased effi-
152ciency, decreased costs (Kemp et al., 2001), and evidence that
153live lineups are not superior to photo or video lineups (Rubí-
154nová et al., 2021). Kovera and Evelo (2021) reviewed numer-
155ous studies in which false identifications of innocent suspects
156were more common when administered by a participant-inves-
157tigator who knew which photo was the suspect than when
158administration was double blind, which is perhaps most easily
159implemented via automation (see also Kovera & Evelo, 2020;
160Smalarz & Wells, 2015). So, we see merit in studying standard-
161ized/computerized lineup methods as a potential way to miti-
162gate administrator effects and address the documented
163variability in police lineup procedures across jurisdictions
164(e.g., Wogalter et al., 2004).
165That said, we acknowledge that there may be barriers to
166widespread implementation of automated lineup procedures,
167especially for police forces in smaller communities (as noted
168by Haw & Fisher, 2004). Moreover, we have the impression
169that some experienced police officers are resistant to the use
170of double-blind procedures or automated procedures. Further,
171we suspect that this resistance arises in part from police offi-
172cers’ belief that they can help witnesses make accurate identi-
173fications of guilty suspects without (much) increasing the risk
174of false identifications of innocent suspects.3

175It would be interesting to know more about real-life identi-
176fication practices in various parts of the world. The Police
177Executive Research Forum (2013) reported a major survey of
178a random stratified sample of more than 600 law enforcement
179agencies in the United States regarding their eyewitness identi-
180fication practices. Most of the surveys were returned in 2011,
181and it may be that practices have changed considerably since
182then, especially in larger forces. Moreover, these data (valuable

1 Thanks to Qi Wang for suggesting we cite Shweder in this context, leading
us to read this mind-expanding paper. We don’t claim to understand, let alone
endorse, all of Shweder’s arguments, but they are rich food for thought.

2 Of course, there are important differences between performing a computer-
controlled identification procedure for the culprit of a real crime versus
performing one as part of an online experiment.
3 How likely that is depends in large part on how rarely police run lineups for

innocent suspects (Cohen et al., 2020; Malpass, 2006).
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183 as they are) concern reported policy rather than police officers’
184 beliefs and actual practices. Some studies that have examined
185 beliefs have found that officers’ beliefs can differ substantially
186 from those of eyewitness research experts (Benton et al., 2006;
187 Bertrand et al., 2018; Huang & Shi, 2020; Karagiorgakis, 2010;
188 Tupper et al., 2019; Wise et al., 2011; Wogalter et al., 2004).
189 We think it would be worthwhile to learn more about police
190 officers’ current self-reported beliefs and their in-the-trenches
191 practices. And if there is good evidence that many police have
192 mistaken beliefs, to learn more about how to persuade them to
193 update and correct.

194 Pros and Cons of SDT Measures

195 Kovera and Evelo (2021) rightly observed that ROCs
196 require large samples. That is a problem. The only worse prob-
197 lem is using measures that don’t tell us what we want to know.
198 Without question psychologists can glean valuable insights into
199 eyewitness identification from other sorts of measures. But
200 when it comes to determining which procedures yield better
201 versus worse identification performance, at present the good
202 options all require fairly large numbers of observations. It
203 seems undesirable to rely on hit rates, false alarm rates, or diag-
204 nosticity ratios, because each of these measures can be mislead-
205 ing on its own (Gronlund et al., 2014).
206 Lampinen (2016) argued that ROC curves do not measure
207 theoretical discriminability or accurately index the utility of
208 lineup procedures. Wixted et al. (2017) countered that ROC
209 curves provide a useful atheoretical measure of empirical dis-
210 criminability, and when analyzed correctly provide information
211 about the utility of lineup procedures. Simpler measures such
212 as d’ often yield conclusions similar to those gleaned from
213 ROC analysis (and more accurate than diagnosticity ratios),
214 but sometimes d’ and ROC measures diverge and atheoretic
215 ROCs arguably are the better index (Mickes et al., 2014). That
216 said, we agree with Lampinen (2016) that lineup research ben-
217 efits from multiple theories, measures, and analyses, and that
218 ROC curves should not be our only measure of lineup out-
219 comes. There may be reason to prefer d’ if it requires smaller
220 samples (but we are not aware of research directly comparing
221 the power of d’ to ROC curves). So, even if ROC measures
222 are not the be-all-end-all, we think it premature to do away
223 with the SDT framework.
224 Efforts are being made to increase the quality and ecological
225 validity of current SDT-based measures. For instance, Smith
226 and Neal (in press) argued that while discriminability is of pri-
227 mary interest to scientists, reliability (the trustworthiness of
228 evidence) is the currency of the criminal justice system. They
229 show that estimates of reliability can be extracted from SDT-
230 based models. More generally, ROC curves are a relatively
231 new measure in the eyewitness literature, and there are ongoing
232 concerted efforts to improve their reliability and validity (e.g.,
233 Smith et al., 2019, 2020). Additionally, increasingly sophisti-
234 cated SDT-based computational models of lineup outcomes
235 show promise for addressing shortcomings of extant SDT-
236 based measures (e.g., Colloff & Wixted, 2020; Lee &
237 Penrod, 2019). Wixted et al. (2016) and Cohen et al. (2020)
238 found that such models could be used to estimate quantities

239highly relevant to real-world decision-making (e.g., the base
240rate of guilty suspects in lineups; the probability that a suspect
241is guilty given a witness identification).
242If each subject views only one culprit and is tested on only
243one line-up (which seems desirable on grounds of ecological
244validity) then quite large sample sizes are required to obtain
245high statistical power to detect modest (yet practically impor-
246tant) effect sizes. That holds even if you just want to compare
247the rate of mistaken identifications of innocent suspects in two
248conditions (e.g., according to G* Power 3 (Faul et al., 2007),
249having 80% power to detect a doubling in false IDs from
25010% to 20% requires 214 subjects per group).
251Researchers have proposed alternative lineup procedures
252that yield multiple data points per lineup, such as the rate-
253em-all confidence procedure of Sauer et al. (2008) and
254Brewer et al. (2020) and the rank-em-all procedure proposed
255by Carlson et al. (2019). Possibly these measures will prove
256to be more sensitive and reliable and less ambiguous than diag-
257nosticity ratios and thereby reduce need for very large sample
258sizes.
259As argued by Baldassari, Kantner, and Lindsay (2019), it
260may be useful to combine identification judgments with other
261measures predictive of accuracy, such as speed of responding,
262self-reported confidence, witnessing conditions, delay, func-
263tional size of the lineup, and individual differences in face pro-
264cessing skill and in proclivity to choose. Perhaps eventually
265psychologists will develop formal models that enable police
266to more accurately update estimates of the strength of evidence
267of a suspect’s guilt on the basis of a lineup response in the con-
268text of multiple predictors. In principle, social-context variables
269could be included in formal models of eyewitness behaviour.
270SDT-based measures that do not require very large numbers
271of observations may be in the offing, but they are not here yet.
272All told, we think that it may be premature to do away with
273SDT-based measures of eyewitness memory. But we must find
274ways to situate such measures (with the requisite large samples)
275in the social contexts that Kovera and Evelo described.

276Ways to Conduct Large-N Studies with Rich Social Contexts

277Kovera and Evelo (2021) wrote that it is all-but-impossible
278to conduct large-N studies that explore how social interactions
279influence witnesses’ decisions on lineups. Certainly, it is easier
280to collect large samples in highly constrained, artificial, mass-
281testing procedures (whether paper and pencil or online). But
282one positive outcomes of the COVID-19 pandemic has been
283the proliferation of internet platforms that enable face-to-face
284interpersonal interactions in real time. This technology lends
285itself to socially dynamic studies of eyewitness memory. We
286developed a procedure in which pairs of participants interact
287with one another and with an experimenter online. After intro-
288ductions and informed consent via Zoom with cameras and
289mics on, the participants watch a video in which a suspicious
290character snoops around a building and steals a few items.
291Unbeknownst to them, subjects are shown subtly different ver-
292sions of the video. The two subjects then collaborate to answer
293questions about critical details in the video. Some questions
294concern details for which each subject had been shown a differ-
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295 ent answer. Later, they are tested individually. Data collection
296 is ongoing, but behaviour in this setting appears to be similar
297 to behaviour in prior studies conducted with pairs of subjects
298 interacting face to face in real life (e.g., Gabbert et al., 2003;
299 Ito et al., 2019).
300 Admittedly, using an online platform such as Zoom only
301 slightly mitigates the difficulty of conducting large-N studies
302 of live, person-to-person social interactions. It is a time-con-
303 suming, labour-intensive process to collect and code extended
304 interactions between pairs of people. It might not be feasible
305 for a researcher to test hundreds of participant-officers, each
306 interacting with a participant-witness. Still, Zoom-based exper-
307 iments preserve one advantage of crowdsourced online data
308 collection: samples that are more diverse and representative
309 than typical university research pools in the lab (Peer et al.,
310 2017). Whether data collection occurs online or in the lab,
311 injecting social context into experimental manipulations is only
312 a part of the solution—we must also investigate these manipu-
313 lations in the populations in which the social contexts occur in
314 the real world, and that is not easy.
315 Happily, another recent methodological innovation may
316 come to the rescue. It turns out that it is possible for researchers
317 to collaborate. Each of multiple teams can develop a shared
318 plan for a research project and then collect and code data that
319 are combined for analysis. Such studies can be coordinated
320 through the Psychological Science Accelerator, “a globally dis-
321 tributed network of psychological science laboratories (cur-
322 rently over 500), with over 1400 members representing 71
323 countries on all six populated continents, that coordinates data
324 collection for democratically selected studies” (Moshontz

325 et al., 2018; https://psysciacc.org/). Or investigators can infor-
326 mally reach out to fellow researchers to develop a consortium
327 of collaborators for a particular project (for inspiring examples,
328 see Byers-Heinlein et al., 2020; Vohs et al., in press; for infor-
329 mation about a related approach known as registered replica-
330 tion reports, see Simons et al., 2014).
331 The call here is for a cultural shift from Lone Ranger
332 researchers to distributed teams of scientists working in coordi-
333 nation on shared projects. Pooling resources in this way makes
334 it more feasible to test and code large samples of subjects in
335 time-consuming procedures (such as face-to-face dynamic
336 interactions, whether online or in real life). Multiple-team pro-
337 jects may also lead to improved methods, as multiple research-
338 ers collaborate on planning a study. Fewer studies get done
339 than if each lab conducted smaller independent studies, but
340 the hope is that the collaborative projects will be more rigor-
341 ous, more transparent, and more statistically powerful. Multi-
342 lab projects might also add to the generality of findings, espe-
343 cially in the case of international collaborations or projects that
344 leave some methodological details to be determined by individ-
345 ual labs. See Uhlmann et al. (2019) for more detailed discus-
346 sion of these sorts of approaches (and for related efforts in
347 the domain of longitudinal studies of cognitive aging, see
348 http://www.ialsa.org/). We are not suggesting that all research
349 should use this multi-lab approach, but we believe it worth con-
350 sidering as a way of conducting large-N studies in which sub-

351ject-witnesses and subject-investigators have dynamic social
352interactions.
353Another way to increase the ecological validity of eyewit-
354ness studies is the involvement of real officers, either as partic-
355ipants or advisors. In our lab, we have collaborated with our
356local PD on the creation of an Electronic Self-Administered
357Cognitive Interview that includes interview clips recorded by
358a uniformed officer (for other recent examples of fruitful col-
359laborations between researchers and officers in the literature,
360see Sharps et al., 2009, and Vredeveldt et al., 2015). In addition
361to increasing the ecological validity of experiments, such col-
362laborations bridge the gap between researchers and practition-
363ers. Some years ago, Mario Baldassari and Steve Lindsay
364launched a project in which experienced police officers inter-
365viewed student-witnesses regarding a video taped simulated
366crime, and later administered a lineup we provided. Each offi-
367cer worked with four student-witnesses, each of whom had
368seen a different sort of crime video. Police knew which mem-
369ber of the lineup was the suspect, and in two of the lineups the
370suspect was in fact the culprit from the video whereas in the
371remaining two cases the lineup included an innocent suspect.
372Compared to student-investigators, police were vastly better
373at interviewing witnesses. But it was not clear if they were
374any better at differentiating between accurate and inaccurate
375lineup judgments, largely because after months of trying we
376abandoned the project having recruited only 15 police officers.
377With the advent of distributed lab networks, larger-sample
378studies with staged crimes and officer involvement may be
379more feasible than ever.

380Conclusion

381In sum, we agree with Kovera and Evelo (2021) that the
382field must do more to situate research in the social contexts
383so central to real-world eyewitness experiences. As they sug-
384gested, one way to do this is to shift our focus from large-N,
385online, “pristine,” artificial, SDT-based experiments to applied
386studies that measure real interpersonal behavior. However, we
387argue that (a) online experiments can incorporate social con-
388texts and manipulations, (b) that there is value in applied
389research investigating “impersonal” lineup procedures (i.e.,
390taking the social context out of the real world rather than put-
391ting it into experiments), (c) given the proven worth of SDT-
392based measures and ongoing efforts to improve them, the best
393way forward may be to incorporate social context variables into
394the SDT framework (vs. doing away with it entirely), and
395finally and perhaps most excitingly (d) that distributed lab net-
396works offer a promising new way to conduct large-N applied
397studies in socially rich contexts.

398Author Note

399We thank Ryan J. Fitzgerald and Ira E. Hyman, Jr., for help-
400ful comments on an earlier draft of this manuscript. Remaining
401shortcomings are our own.
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